by Stephen L. Hoffman

Ride sharing services are all the
rage, with an easy-to-use smart phone
application allowing potential users
to summon an Uber, Lyft, or Sidecar
with the push of a few buttons. It is
often the easiest and cheapest way to
get from point A to point B in urban
areas.
While consumers love the simplicity
of the system, legally, there are many
pitfalls, leaving a void arguably begging
for government regulation.
The furor over the ride sharing
services has even reached into Europe.
France’s UberPop was recently
suspended for three months in France,
due to protests by taxi drivers.1
Municipalities in this country have
struggled with whether to “allow” or
limit ride shares in their jurisdictions.
The sum and substance of it is that
some places are ride share-friendly,
while others are not. In fact, New
York City recently kicked the can down
the road while it “studies” the impact
of limiting the number of ride share
vehicles. This was in response to
protests from cab drivers, and on the
opposite side, consumers, concerning
how much of an allegedly good thing
would be permitted. For now, there will
be no caps for the four-month period
during which this issue is studied.2
Ride Sharing Deﬁned
Ride share services essentially
remove the middleman from taxi
service, while vesting the consumer
with more control over how, when,
where, and for how much a ride is
summoned. Smart phone apps enable
the consumer to post when they need
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a ride, from where, to where, and a
price is then agreed upon. Despite the
fact that charges are increased steeply
during peak times, the ease of use is
cited by many as the main reason they
prefer these services over taxicabs.
In contrast with taxi services or
limousine or car services, the ride
shares do not have to bid or pay for taxi
medallions, are not presently subjected
to the same insurance requirements,
and its drivers are not compelled to hold
chauffeur’s licenses. Finally, in most
ride share models, the drivers operate
their own personal vehicles, rather
than specially modiﬁed ﬂeet vehicles
designated as taxis or limousines.
The mostly unregulated growth
occurring in the ride sharing industry
brings to mind the similar type of
seemingly limitless and unbridled
expansion that occurred during the
“Wild West” days of the Internet
explosion of the late 1990s and early
2000s.
During that era, local and state
governments seemed to be either
behind the times or blissfully unaware
and slow to recognize the need for
regulation with the tech industry
(and we are just now getting to sales
tax enforcement, slowly but surely).
Similarly, they seem to be similarly
bemused and confused by the sudden
emergence of the ride share industry.
In my home city of Chicago, many
have voiced concern over potential
regulation of the industry. There is,
however, no consensus on what, if
anything, should be done. Many taxi
drivers argue the ride shares are taking
business away from them due to a

competitive advantage caused by less
regulation. Good government types
hypothesize similarly, also focusing on
safety for the consumer. Meanwhile,
ride share companies and their drivers
present the alternative position that the
ride share marketplace can, and should,
regulate itself. Many consumers prefer
less regulation, greater choice, and
more competition, thus leading to lower
prices for them. The result of all this
teeth gnashing is that what regulation
has been proposed has wound up
watered down, tabled, or ineffective,
while still angering those who want no
government role in the industry at all.
California recently ﬁned Uber
$7.3 million for failing to disclose key
business operational information, such
as the frequency with which its drivers
refuse to accept rides, and whether its
vehicles are handicap accessible.3
The Economic Model
Ride shares ﬁt into the sector
of the economy known as the “gig”
or “on-demand” economy, which
derives much of its appeal from two
quintessentially American ideals of
“freedom” and “choice.” Empowering
the consumer with the ability to hire
and ﬁre, like and dislike, and negotiate
prices, while placing government
regulation at bay, appeals to many.
It sounds good in the vacuum of
its ideal, much as unbridled capitalism
in Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations
sounded utopian. Then, Upton Sinclair
exposed the dark underbelly in The
Jungle. To say that our society, both in
this country and globally, is a bit more
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complex than either could have ever
imagined is the understatement of at
least the last two centuries. In short,
it’s complicated.
The question of how to balance
consumers (voters) demanding choice,
economy, and freedom with concerns
over safety, insurance, workers’ rights,
and the role of government, remains at
the heart of this current tug of war.
What Can Go Wrong?
Consumers love these services
because they allow choice and offer
value. After all, isn’t choice, healthy
competition, innovation, and “the
customer is always right,” the zeitgeist
of American capitalism? What could
possibly go wrong?
In December of 2013, an Uber
driver in San Francisco, was “on call”
and ready to accept fares. A young
mother saw him looking at his phone
as he careened toward her and her two
children in the crosswalk. She and
her 4-year-old son were injured but
survived. Her 6-year-old daughter was
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killed. The driver was charged with
manslaughter and sued by the family
civilly.4 That case was settled recently,
with the details kept conﬁdential.5
The driver was logged into the
Uber app on his smart phone, and
actively awaiting fares when the Liu
family was hit. The complaint ﬁled on
behalf of the family stated that the last
thing she saw before being hit “was the
driver looking down at his cell phone.”
But Uber stated that its drivers are
not employees, but independent
contractors.
California’s Labor
Commissioner’s Ofﬁce recently ruled
that Uber drivers are not independent
contractors and are, in fact, employees.6
Uber also pointed out that because
the driver had no fare with him at
the time, and was not heading to pick
up a fare, he had no reason to be
engaged with his phone or the Uber
app. They described the driver as “a
former licensee of Uber’s software
application.” While acknowledging the
driver was logged into the app, they
claimed that Uber did not cause the
crash and therefore Uber’s insurance

policy should not be in play.
Uber’s
tone-deaf
reaction
highlighted the very real loopholes
of responsibility, insurance coverage,
and regulation. Despite the recent
settlement, it was the initial response
that angered many, and provided the
impetus for more regulatory and legal
focus on the industry.
Ride Share Drivers Misadventures
Last year, there were numerous
incidents
featuring
ride
share
drivers being charged with criminal
offenses relating to liberties taken
with passengers, including sexual
assault.7 In one case, the charges were
ultimately dropped, apparently due to
an unreliable complaining witness.8
In June of 2015, Uber announced
it was banning drivers from carrying
ﬁrearms while on duty. This came two
months after a Chicago Uber driver
ﬁred a gun from inside his vehicle.
While no charges were ﬁled against
the driver in that incident, it involved
the driver shooting at and wounding a
gunman whom the driver allegedly saw
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ﬁring into a group of people. That
driver had a concealed carry permit.9
Recently, an Uber driver was arrested
for making threats to kill Mayor Rahm
Emanuel, and others, on social media.10
It would appear obvious that whatever
the hiring and background checking
process is for ride share companies, it is
insufﬁcient and ineffective, or enforced
inadequately.
These incidents, and dozens more
like them, illustrate a central complaint
against the ride sharing companies and
the drivers they employ, which is that
there is not enough regulation to ensure
passenger safety. Cab owners must
obtain a medallion, and the drivers
must hold a chauffeur’s license, pass a
physical, eye test, pass an English test,
a background check, and have a clean
driving record. In contrast, ride share
drivers do not have to have chauffeur’s
licenses, and, while the companies
claim they do background checks,
there have been numerous instances of
drivers with criminal backgrounds.11
A WBEZ story addressed the
debate over which service, cabs or ride
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shares, does a better job of ferreting
out bad drivers or criminal elements.
While the cab drivers argued that their
industry did, an Uber driver posited
the counter-argument, claiming that
the ride shares did due to the websiteand application-based rating system
employed by consumers. In other
words, ride share drivers are reviewed
by their fares. It is claimed that
poor reviews mean those drivers are
given fewer opportunities to pick up
fares, or eliminated from the system
entirely, although veriﬁcation of this
is next to impossible due to a lack of
industry-wide, uniform disclosure of
information of this type.
Liability Insurance and Issues
Another obvious issue is the fact
that ride share drivers utilize their own
personal vehicles, while cab drivers
use vehicles speciﬁcally modiﬁed for
and dedicated to chauffeuring fares.
Cabs generally are regulated by the
municipalities in which they operate.
Chicago, for example, requires the
vehicles meet certain standards, and

limits the number of taxicabs by
controlling the number of medallions
it offers (and by the high price of a
medallion).12, 13, 14
Taxi services feature specially
dedicated ﬂeet vehicles designed,
modiﬁed, and used solely as cabs that
are inspected regularly and maintained
strenuously. Ride share services, in
general, still use personal vehicles
owned by their drivers. Inspections are
neither uniform nor enforced, unlike
those to which cabs are subjected.
Many states and municipalities
have debated whether to even allow
ride shares in their states. In fact, the
list of places where ride shares are not
welcome is quite substantial.15
The Lyft insurance policy, much
like Uber, has only contingent liability
coverage of $50,000/$100,000 only if
the personal auto coverage denies the
claim (which it will). To put a ﬁner
point on this, and harkening back to
the San Francisco tragedy, ride share
drivers operating their own personal
vehicles for commercial for-proﬁt
riding sharing continued on page 38
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use may not be covered by their
own personal automobile insurance.
Similarly, because they are arguably not
employees of the ride share companies,
and/or because they are not ferrying
passengers at the time of a liability
collision, they may not be covered by
the company policy, either.16, 17
Many safety issues abound, with
the City of Chicago regulations
requiring things like safety shields to
protect drivers and passengers. These
do not exist in private automobiles
used for ride sharing.18, 19
While the Illinois legislature
proposed and passed laws seeking to
set statewide standards for the ride
share industry, then-Governor Pat
Quinn vetoed it, stating that he did not
want to put in place a “one-size-ﬁts-all
approach” on an industry best regulated
at the local level. It must be noted that
among those pressuring the lame duck
Governor to veto the measure were
Mayor Rahm Emanuel, Uber, Lyft, and
now-Governor Bruce Rauner, making
any future regulation seem extremely
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unlikely for the foreseeable future.
Politicians are unlikely to legislate
an industry the voters like when the
opposition is unfocused.20
Maintenance and Safety Issues
Ride share companies require their
prospective drivers to have their vehicle
inspected, and pass a rudimentary
inspection, but it is nowhere near as
in-depth and comprehensive as what
taxi companies and local regulations
require.21
For example, Uber has general
vehicle requirements: must be a fourdoor car, truck, or minivan, must
pass a vehicle inspection, driver’s full
name must be on the insurance for
the vehicle, and driver must pass a
background check.22 That’s a mighty
low bar.
The Uber inspection requirements/
form link is included below.23
Uber runs a background check that
includes:
• County courthouse records for
every county of residence for the
last 7 years.

• Federal courthouse records for
the same time period.
• Multi-state criminal databases
going back 7 years.
• Motor vehicle records.
• Social security trace.
• National Sex Offender Registry.
Criteria that are used during the
check include:
• A minimum of 1 year U.S.
licensing history (if under 23, at
least 3 years history).
• A clean Motor Vehicle Report
(MVR) with no more than 3
incidents in past 3 years.
• No DUIs or reckless driving.
(California requires no DUIs for
10 years)
• A clean criminal background
check with no felonies or
misdemeanors involving theft,
violence, or drugs in a given time
frame.
• No speeding violations for
driving 20 miles per hour or greater
than the speed limit in the past 3
years.
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The background check rubric link
and analysis is also in the endnotes
below.24, 25
Similarly, Lyft states that it requires
potential drivers26:
• Are at least 21 years old.
• Own a four-door car that is
model year 2003 or newer.
• Have in-state car insurance with
their name on the policy (no limits
amount stated).
• Possess an in-state driver’s
license.
• Have in-state plates and
registration.
• Commercial plates are acceptable.
• Have a clean driving record.
Who is Minding the Store?
All this begs the question: who
exactly is enforcing and monitoring
the industry? While it certainly could
be argued that some industries are
regulated internally, it seems clear
that in just about any situation where
regulation is taken seriously, there is
some independent or governmental
entity ensuring that the rules are applied
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evenly and fairly to all.
The current mélange of patched
together regulations on the state and
local levels, some places outlawing
ride shares and other places not, leaves
variation in nearly every fundamental
tenet of rules. Thus, it is not hard to
predict that this will continue to be
a regulatory and safety mess for all
without some cohesive and coherent
oversight of the ride share industry
locally, state-wide, nationally, and
perhaps even internationally.
Chicago: More Regulation is
Coming Soon
Very recently, Chicago Mayor
Rahm Emanuel proposed expansion
of ride share taxes (paired with a taxi
fare increase), including a large bump at
peak times (to mimic the spike in ride
share fees at peak times), plus removal
of the exclusivity taxis had at the city’s
airports. This would allow ride shares
to pick up and drop off fares at O’Hare
and Midway, although many drivers
complain the increase in fees would
make this cost-prohibitive.27

The Presidential Election
The 2016 presidential election,
some have postulated, may wind up
being the “Uber Election,” inasmuch as
politicians on both sides of the fence
are painting ride shares as a signiﬁcant
player in the “new economy.”
This
econo-socio-political
dividing line is highlighted by Jeb Bush
pointedly arriving in an Uber vehicle
for a meeting with San Francisco tech
industry players.
As is often the case in politics, each
sides views things through a prism
of its own biases, philosophies, and
perceptions. Republicans paint the ride
share phenomenon and “on demand”
or “gig economy” as an example of
free-market enterprise, workplace
deregulation, and innovation.
Democrats point out the potential
problems, like misclassiﬁcation of
employees as independent contractors,
the issues noted earlier with safety, and
the regulatory void. Hillary Clinton
stated that “(T)his ‘on demand’ or
so-called gig economy is creating
riding sharing continued on page 40
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exciting opportunities and unleashing
innovation, but it’s also raising hard
questions about workplace protections,
and what a good job will look like in
the future.”
Republicans seized on that,
prompting the “Jeb uses Uber”
sighting days later. Marco Rubio’s 2015
book “American Dreams” included a
chapter called “Making America Safe
for Uber,” focusing on the generational
divide, saying Clinton was “trapped in
the past, and cannot understand how
the world is changing.” Rand Paul
pointedly stated on Twitter that voters
shouldn’t listen to a candidate who’s
been driven in a limousine for the last
30 years.
Many economists, however, claim
that the 19th century industrialization
produced a backlash; similarly, the gig
economy could produce a groundswell
of support for more worker security
and employee rights.28
Conclusion
Now that nearly everyone in
America is paying attention to the
ride share industry in some form, the
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issues are out in the open and being
debated. As is often the case, there is
a perceptive quality over how the ride
share industry is viewed, with some
spinning it as a fantastic opportunity
to offer consumers with choice and
freedom, while others bemoan the
inherent dangers. Clearly, this is a hot
topic, and the need for understanding
and action in this industry has never
been more obvious. The big question
is who in the political world will have
the willpower to push for government
regulation (intrusion?) of a popular and
“new” industry, knowing the political
pitfalls.
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